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As we finish our course, we 
are continuing to explore 
the power of 2D imagery 
and how it can extend 
beyond a flat surface. 

For example, stereoscopic 
2D visuals (nearly identical 
images created with ever 
so slightly different 
perspectives) are used to 
build 3D gaming including 
Virtual Reality.  

STEREOSCOPIC 2D IMAGERY 



How does stereoscopic 
design work? Most humans 
perceive the world through 
two eyes. Since our eyes point 
forward it unfortunately 
leaves everything behind us 
out of sight. Our eyes 
coordinate to provide a three-
dimensional representation of 
what is before us. We call this 
mechanism stereoscopic 
vision. It is important to 
design VR games using 
stereoscopic images or the 
player could experience 
motion sickness. 
https://medium.com/live-
planet-vr-blog/why-does-
stereoscopic-video-matter-in-
vr-150fb2db3f4c

STEREOSCOPIC 2D IMAGERY 

https://medium.com/live-planet-vr-blog/why-does-stereoscopic-video-matter-in-vr-150fb2db3f4c


Stereographs are the original virtual reality. 
In June 1838, the British scientist Charles Wheatstone published a paper describing a 
curious illusion he’d discovered. If you drew two pictures of something—say, a cube, or 
a tree—from two slightly different perspectives, and then viewed each one through a 
different eye, your brain would assemble them into a three-dimensional view. This was, 
he noted, precisely how our vision works; each eye sees a slightly different perspective. 
Wheatstone created a table-size device to demonstrate the effect, with a viewer that 
sent a unique image to each eye: the world’s first stereoscope.
A decade later, the scientist David Brewster refined the design, crafting a hand-held 
device you could raise to your eyes. Insert a card with stereo images —a “view”—and 
presto! A scene came alive. Better yet, the photograph had recently been invented, 
which meant Brewster’s stereoscope could display not just crude hand drawings, but 
vivid images captured from real life.
“All these inventions just dovetailed perfectly by mid-century,” notes Douglas Heil, a 
professor and author of The Art of Stereography.
Once Brewster’s design hit the market, the stereoscope exploded in popularity. The 
London Stereoscopic Company sold affordable devices; its photographers fanned out 
across Europe to snap stereoscopic images. In 1856, the firm offered 10,000 views in its 
catalog, and within six years they’d grown to one million.
“People loved it,” laughs Laura Schiavo, an assistant professor of museum studies at 
George Washington University. At pennies per view, stereoscopy could become a truly 
mass medium: People excitedly purchased shots of anything and everything. They 
gawped at Tintern Abbey in Wales and the Temple of Jupiter in Lebanon, and gazed at 
close-ups of delicate fancywork. There were comedic, staged views, like one showing a 
maid sneaking out of her house via manhole to see her lover. Wealthy families posed for 
stereoscope portraits. Click on this link here: 
https://www.smithsonianmag.com/videos/category/history/the-long-history-of-3d-
photography/ to watch a great short video that demonstrates how  a stereoscope 
works.  The above information comes from this article below which I highly recommend 
in its entirety- https://www.smithsonianmag.com/innovation/sterographs-original-
virtual-reality-180964771/

STEREOSCOPIC 2D IMAGERY 

https://www.amazon.com/Art-Stereography-Rediscovering-Vintage-Three-Dimensional/dp/1476664609/ref=as_li_ss_tl?_encoding=UTF8&*Version*=1&*entries*=0&linkCode=ll1&tag=smithsonianco-20&linkId=abd4d9b1bc7ab3ae5116e869393072b5
https://www.smithsonianmag.com/videos/category/history/the-long-history-of-3d-photography/
https://www.smithsonianmag.com/innovation/sterographs-original-virtual-reality-180964771/


SPOTLIGHT ON  JIM NAUGHTON
Jim Naughten is an artist who understands the transformative effects that photography can have on a subject. In each of his previous projects he has
been concerned with reanimating history. His latest images of Victorian and Edwardian zoological specimens continue this overarching visual enquiry
but incorporate in addition a fascinating venture into three-dimensional imaging. They are captivating enough even when seen in two dimensions. But
once you plunge into the marvel of their stereoscopic depth you are transfixed. Through the act of viewing, an intangible transformation takes place.
While the photographs exist in physical form on paper, they also live as an experience, a beautiful illusion held in the mind.

These immaculate stereographs will have practical application from a purely documentary or scientific point of view; yet they also provoke more
esoteric responses. Witnessed in three dimensions, the specimens in fluid and articulated skeletons become sculptural. The bellying of a ribcage, the
swoop of a tail, or the turn of a head is an expressive form in space. It is tempting to anthropomorphise these animals. Many of the creatures
here seem to possess a character that is enhanced or revealed through the photographs, as if they were acting or knowingly sitting for their portraits.
The Lar Gibbon and Flap Necked Chameleon look like a jokers; the Porcupine Fish is startled; a Young Female Orangutan appears deflated; the Atlantic
Cod is angry; and the Leafy Sea Dragon is a real coquette. "Examining the tracery of the bones in the Eurasian Curlew's wings and its rapier-like
beak sharpens my senses. Following the arranged arabesques of the Atlantic White Spotted Octopus's arms, I am reminded of the influence of the
natural world that forged Art Nouveau” …..

A sense of boyhood fascination is captured in Naughten's project. He is the nascentscientific collector of weird treasures, creating his own
understanding of the world through a process of discovery and systematic gathering. The simple joy of looking is captured here too. Viewing these
photographs in stereo forces attention on a single subject, and the act of observation is necessarily solitary: one subject to one viewer at a time.
Relative scale of the specimens becomes ambiguous and the experience is akin to being absorbed while looking down a microscope. The impression
of time passing, and the world outside, momentarily slips away and an intensified consciousness takes over. A whole universe frozen in time
is reanimated and elegantly represented. It is like a secret cabinet of curiosities with its doors unexpectedly wide open.

Martin Barnes
Senior Curator of Photographs
Victoria and Albert Museum, London



SPOTLIGHT ON :JIM NAUGHTEN



Jim Naughten is an amazing example of an artist working in the fine arts to create a stereoscopic experience that can be 
viewed in the stereoscopic glasses that you purchased for this class. But I’d remiss not to mention digital artworks (which 
are often created in 2d software) that run in VR- such as Dreams of Dali (available for the affordable Google Cardboard and 
an amazing interaction with Salvador Dali’s work which we look at in my Modern Art History course.) Imagery such as this 
has the capability to transport us right inside Dali’s famous paintings! 



Artists working in Virtual Reality, such as Ali Ensalmi are also able to bring in meaningful content to raise awareness about social 
issues such as  casualties of the terrorist attacks in Europe, refugee deaths in the Mediterranean Sea, and the human cost of the 
Syrian civil war with his Death Tolls Experience. 



Another VR project, Tree, can help us become empathetic to the climate crisis our planet is facing because of the 
intimate experience the viewer has with such powerful experience actually BEING the tree, growing from a 
seedling to a tree in the rainforest and experiencing deforestation through the tree’s perspective. Since you 
don’t have google cardboard at home to experience the game in 360 video, and I don’t know if anyone has a VR 
headset at home, please watch a play through of the game here: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QLpDeZhObAs and answer these questions as part of your week one 
homework: 
1. What do you observe happening during the game when the player moves his arms and controllers? 
2. How did you feel when the smoke began to rise and the sounds of destruction began to appear?
3. What feelings do you imagine the player would have with the change of perspective at the end of the 

experience- from being the tree to becoming a separate observer?
4. When you experience Tree on site in the gallery there is a vibration pack, wind machine and the different 

smells along the way. How do you imagine those additional components change the emotional reaction? 
5. In your opinion, do you think that immersive experiences such as ones where you are inside a 3D world like 

this can create enough of an emotional reaction to inspire you to take action for a cause? Describe why or 
why not. 

6. Tying this back to the stereoscopic viewer for this final question- look at the stereoscopic image that came 
with your stereoscope. How would you describe the difference between looking at a 2D image and a 3D 
image such as this ? What are some immediate uses (you can list ones mentioned in this powerpoint if you 
like) that come to mind for 3D images. 

For more information about TREE visit this website: https://www.treeofficial.com

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QLpDeZhObAs
https://www.treeofficial.com/


PROJECT:STEREOSCOPIC PAINTING

For our final project we will be 
creating our own stereoscopic 
images! 
OBJECTIVE: 
• Manipulate skillfully the attributes 

of color and form, while effectively 
employing various design 
principles, to create a two-
dimensional compositions that will 
produce a three- dimensional 
visual. 

• To learn to master acrylic painting, 
including application of paint and 
color mixing.

• Use design principles to 
communicate an emotion or idea 
in a work of art. 

• Use design techniques to create a 
new composition inspired by 
found source material to correctly 
render a stereoscopic image



PROJECT:STEREOSCOPIC PAINTING
WEEK ONE : Watch me demonstrate this entire 
process in this video on You Tube: 
https://youtu.be/dc_t_4q1AQo

1.Print the stereoscopic image template. Alternative 
you could draw out the template in your sketchbook 3 
times. The dimensions for that are marked on the 
image to the right. 

2.Find and cut 3 images from Whalebone magazine  
that you think would translate well to 3D. THE IMAGES 
THAT YOU CUT OUT MUST BE THESE DIMENSIONS: 2 
¼” w  by 2 7/16” h .  
Think about WHY you’re choosing them- is there any 
new meaning that could be added with the third 
dimension? Does it make the image more playful? 
Connect the viewer to an important issue?  
ALTERNATIVE OPTION You could choose images from 
a credible news source such as National Geographic 
about an important issue to make your stereoscope be 
socially engaged. You would then download and print 
the image in color.

Full dimensions wide 5 ¾” 

Full 
dimensions 
high 
3 1/8” 

Border all the way around between 
edges and picture planes is 5/16” 

5/16” 5/16” 5/16” 

Picture plane 
width is 2 ¼”

Picture plane 
width is 2 7/16”

5/16” 

Note that the red little mark is where 
you should indent your image to the 
right to transfer. You make up 
everything that would go to the left 
of the marker. Watch the video for 
clarity on what this means J. 

https://youtu.be/dc_t_4q1AQo


PROJECT:STEREOSCOPIC PAINTING
PROCESS:  WEEK ONE CONTINUED

4.How to transfer the image to create a stereoscopic companion- You 
must transfer the image ¼” indented to the right in the second frame. 
You can use your lightboard/window and place your image under the 
second square a ¼” to the right and trace it OR you can trace the image 
on tracing paper, flip the paper over and trace it in pencil again to make 
sure it appears in the right orientation on your paper, THEN flip the 
tracing paper again, aligning it ¼” to the right in the stereoscope 
template frame (see notation) and trace it again to transfer it. 

5. YOU will invent and finish the missing ¼” that has been created. It is 
this slight variation in the design that will make your project work. DO 
NOT SKIP THIS STEP It should not be an exact copy. Please watch the 
video again if you aren’t sure how to do this: 
https://youtu.be/dc_t_4q1AQo

6.Create three ideas for your stereoscopic project. You will want to test 
them with your stereoscopic viewer, so I suggest working in colored 
pencil, or crayon on marker so you can get a sense for how effective 
your companion image is as helping to generate three-dimensionality.  

7.Tape place the magazine or printed image in the left frame. Take a 
photo of the template to share and get feedback AND then have fun 
testing them with your stereoscope! Remember that part of the creative 
process is generating more than one idea. This is especially important 
for this project, because you’d be surprised to find which images work 
the best! I know I was! 

Example of 3 stereoscopic sketches. 
Note-
• Sketch 1 didn’t work because the drawn image was EXACTLY the same as the 

original. 
• Sketch 3  followed the rules of indenting the original image and adding some 

extra drawing to the left. But it didn’t work well because there wasn’t enough 
happening in the image to be interesting. 

• Sketch 2 works great! 

https://youtu.be/dc_t_4q1AQo


PROJECT:STEREOSCOPIC PAINTING
PROCESS:  WEEK TWO: TRANSFERING THE TEMPLATE AND DESIGN

BEFORE YOU BEGIN!!! If you got any feedback from me or peers to update your design 
in the template to make it work correctly, reprint the template, remove your image 
from your first sketch, place it on the left side of the template again, and redraw the 
right side panel correctly. You must have a design that works before you can begin. 
Phew! 
1. Create the Stereoscopic Template on the Bristol.  Great news (maybe?) For this 

project you do not have to center your stereoscope on the Bristol!! Use either the 
template and a lightboard (window) to transfer ONE template from the handout to 
OR use tracing paper to transfer your template (remember you only need to trace 
the image once, then flip it onto your Bristol, then trace it again. You can use 
pencil.

2. Trace and transfer the left panel to the Bristol. I recommend using the tracing 
paper method to transfer your two panels to create the stereoscopic image 
because the Bristol will be too thick for capturing details if you use the 
lightboard/window technique. If you were satisfied with your sketch, you could 
trace that completely and use the transfer method. Remember that when you use 
the tracing paper transfer method in THIS step, you must trace the design once, 
flip the tracing paper and put scrap plain paper beneath it, trace it again, and then 
flip it AGAIN so that it is back to the orientation of the original image when you 
align it with the left panel. 

3. Trace and transfer the right panel to the Bristol. Use the same technique as 
above. 

Here is a link to the video watching me demonstrate the 
entire process: 
https://youtu.be/FKWANemc3KM

https://youtu.be/FKWANemc3KM


PROJECT:STEREOSCOPIC PAINTING
PROCESS:  WEEK TWO: PAINTING
Here is a link to the video watching me demonstrate the entire 
process: 

1. Get set up. You will need the following supplies: assorted paints, 
brushes (very small brushes- I recommend rounds, flats and filberts in 
2 and 0 sizes. Sometimes a 3 or 5 flat can be used for larger areas, 
palette, paper towel, water cup. 

2. How to begin. I usually recommend lightly erasing all the pencil marks 
until you only see faint lines. You wouldn’t want the pencil to blend 
into the paint. I also recommend beginning with the lightest color.

3. Mixing Colors. Some of your colors you may be able to use right out of 
the tube. Others you will have to mix. An important tip is to make 
enough paint to paint the same section in the left and right panel so 
that they are the same. Think of our unit in color- you may need to mix 
tints (colors with white) shades (colors with black) and tones (colors 
with grey.) You may even need to mix colors with other colors to make 
the correct hue. Make sure that you hold the brush over the color on 
the template to see if you’ve achieved what you wanted. 

4. Painting.  In some ways this project is like a paint by number- you’re 
painting  in specific shapes certain colors according to your template. 
But starting with the lightest and building to the darkest allows you to 
make changes if necessary (you can paint over acrylic.) You want to be 
certain to paint a section on the left section and then the 
corresponding on the right. 

I’m putting the link to the demo again here: 
https://youtu.be/FKWANemc3KM

https://youtu.be/FKWANemc3KM


PROJECT:STEREOSCOPIC PAINTING
PROCESS:  WEEK TWO: PAINTING
Here is a link to the video watching me demonstrate the 
entire process: https://youtu.be/FKWANemc3KM

5. Tips! 
• Acrylic paint dries quickly- you may want to plan to paint the 

left and corresponding sections with a mixed color and then 
remix. Make sure what you remix matches though! 

• Change your water often.
• Change your brush size to match the shape you need- tiny 

sections need tiny brushes! 
• Crop down the project smaller (but not quite to the  edges yet) 

so that you can rotate it as you work. 
• Paint even smooth strokes.
6. Finishing! Check your right and your left side often to make sure 
the shapes and colors match (even though the right-side image will 
be ¼” over, the shapes and colors should still be the same) Make 
any small detail changes. Let your project dry completely, then cut 
around the edges of the outer border and….
7. Enjoy viewing your design in 3D in your stereoscope viewer!!! 
Share with the class and give feedback. YOU DID IT!!!!!!!

https://youtu.be/FKWANemc3KM

